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Social Engineering Attack; In the context of information security, social engineering is the

psychological manipulation of people into performing actions or divulging confidential information.

Trojan Horse: Greece Vs Troy War

An organisation with good security measures such as firewalls, then access controls and finally

anti-virus protection can fall prey to a social engineering attack, because behind all the investment

in security is a human being who can be manipulated to lower the guard and divulge confidencial

information knowingly or unknowingly.Therefore, humans form the weakest link in the digital

security chain. We are going to discuss this at a later stage.



98% of cyber attacks rely on social engineering

Some statistics on social engineering attacks

Purplesec Cyber Security Report 2020

New employees are the most susceptible to socially engineered attacks, with
60% of IT professionals citing recent hires as being at high risk

21% of current or former employees use social engineering to gain a financial
advantage, for revenge, out of curiosity or for fun



Some statistics on social engineering attacks

Purplesec Cyber Security Report 2020

The number of breach incidents by type: Identity theft – 65%,Account access –
17%,Financial access – 13%,Nuisance – 4%,Existential data – 1%.

The number of breach incidents by source: Malicious outsider – 56%, Accidental
loss – 34%, Malicious insider – 7%, Hacktivist – 2%, Unknown – 1%



Poll
Which of the following do you think are the most likely threats in your organisation?

• Ransomware

• Phishing

• Human Error

• Social Media Compromise



Initial Stage

The beginning of

every attack is

target assessment

and intelligence

gathering.Reconnaisance and 

OSINT

Stage 2

Reconnaissance starts from the

known towards the unknown.

Publicly available information

provides “hooks” and the

interconnections carry on from

there.

Tools

Tools include Social

Media, Crowd

Sourcing, Reverse

Image Searches,

Public Databases



OSINT Framework
Courtesy of osintframework.com



Typically happens through the theft of

identifiers such as mobile numbers,

email addresses, government numbers

etc. Companies are major vectors for

identity theft due to the large amounts

of data they hold on individuals.

Impersonating a victim to acquire or

accrue a benefit they are entitled to. It

is a gateway to fraud.

Most people may NEVER discover the 

theft (it may already have happened to 

you!).

Identity Theft



• Authentication Risk: Identifying as the

victim gives access to corporate networks

and information assets

• Executive Risk: Identifying as the victim

confers authority to execute or transact.

• Reputational Risk: Identifying as the victim

may tarnish said victims' image and

standing.

• Business owners are the ideal target due to

data mass around them.

Identity Theft



• A high-volume social engineering

tactic involving a veiled attack by

encouraging the victim to provide

access through data forms or

links.

• Typically, re-direct or require the

user to actively execute code that

provides access. Alternatively

requests for detailed documents

that provide sensitive

information.

• Four Major Types: Email, Spear,

Whale, Angler.

Phishing



Step 1

Socially Engineered 

attack

Step 3

Monitizing the 

exploit

Step 2

System

Compromise

Stages of a Socially 

Engineered Attack

A simple timeline on how a socially 

engineered attack evovles.



Poll
At what stage do you think it is easier to mitigate the threat of a socially engineered attack?

• Before it happens

• After a vulnerability is discovered, but not exploited by an attacker.

• Before monetization of the exploited vulnerability

• After monetization of the vulnerability



Monetizing an exploit
What are the ways that a system exploit can be monetized by an attacker.



• Denial of service until payment is made to the attacker.

• Blackmail using compromising or valuable personal data with an intent to force the

affected person to disclose confidential financial data of the organisation.

• Solving a problem that the attacker initially created e.g. adware

• Leaving a backdoor so that the social engineer can take advantage of it later.

• Man in the middle; change of payment bank details especially for insecure email

platforms where a data breach would compromise finance department emails.

• Selling customer data; where a black hat hacker compromises the system to sell

data

• Sabotage through misinformation e.g. compromise of social media accounts to

direct followers to a phishing page or bitcoin scam



Human and Computer Weaknesses



1. Offering something they may want e.g. preying on the greed of the victim with an
offer through a link that leads to a phishing page.

2. Through the use of fear, where the attacker threatens to expose personal

information of a user e.g. browsing history etc.

3. The weakness in urgency;

• Stifles skepticism

• Activates primal feelings

• Promises immediate relief

• Defers analysis

4. Computer Weaknesses:

• The net never forgets

• Convenience (Copy Paste)

• Multiple dimensions/views of individuals and organization

• Pre-disposed to “BIG DATA”

• Quick boot

• The “Little-Helper” Syndrome

• Faceless



• Carry out training regularly

• Verify before trusting.

• Empower users on systems security tools

• Deploy effective tools i.e. firewalls, antivirus, VPNS,

password managers and keep them up-to-date.

• Create unique environments

• Take responsibility for information assets

Mitigation



Questions



About us

KKCO East Africa LLP is an independent accounting and advisory firm of Certified Public Accountants, situated in Kenya with a vision for significant growth

across the continent of Africa. Established in 1985 by two founding partners: FCPA Isaiah Kimani and FCPA Joshua Kerretts.

Our Goal

Our goal is to take the mystery out of investing, managing risk, compliance with new tax requirements, and preserving your wealth. We help you to acquire the

information you need to pursue your financial objectives and thus, hope to establish long and trusted relationships.

Contacts

For further information on the above tax watch, as well as other matters regarding systems review, kindly contact the following Office

Scripture Union Centre Hurlingham

P.O. Box 46335 – 00100

Tel: (+254) 020 2728388/2730452

Mobile +254 -0702703535

NAIROBI, Kenya

www.kkcoeastafrica.com



DISCLAIMER

The data contained in this tax watch is based on our knowledge, understanding and interpretation of current laws and practices. Whilst reasonable efforts and care have been exercised
in ensuring the accuracy and completeness of the information, we will not accept any liability for any errors or omissions contained herein whether caused by negligence or otherwise,
or for any loss, however caused or sustained by anyone who places reliance on the contents. The information contained herein is for guidance only and should not be used as a basis of
decision-making without appropriate legal and professional advice. We do not own copyright over any of the images used and we give credit to their publishers.


